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Eventually, you will very discover a additional experience and attainment by spending more cash. still when? do you say you
will that you require to get those every needs as soon as having significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic
in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to comprehend even more in this area the globe, experience, some places,
taking into consideration history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your no question own mature to feint reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you could enjoy now is Jacobite Risings In
Britain 1689 1746 below.

The Last Battle on English Soil, Preston 1715 Aug 27 2019 Whilst much has been written about the Jacobites, most works
have tended to look at the Rebellion of 1745, rather than the earlier attempt to reinstate the Stuart dynasty. As such this book
provides a welcome focus on events in 1715, when Jacobites in both England and Scotland tried to oust George I and to replace
him with James Stuart. In particular it provides a detailed narrative and analysis of the campaign in the Lowlands of Scotland
and in the north of England that led to the decisive battle at Preston and ended the immediate prospects of the Jacobite cause.
Drawing upon a wealth of under-utilised sources, the work builds on existing research into the period to give weight to the
community and individual dimensions of the crisis as well as to the military ones. Contrary to popular myth, the Jacobite army
contained both English and Scots, and because it surrendered almost intact, an analysis of the surviving list of Jacobite prisoners
captured in the North West England reveals much information about their origins, occupations, unit structure and, sometimes,
religion, as well as the quality of the soldiers’ arms and equipment, their experience and that of their leaders. Through this study
of the last major battle to be fought on English soil, a clearer picture emerges of the individuals and groups who sought to mould
the direction of the freshly created British state and the dynasty that should rule it.
An Enlightenment Statesman in Whig Britain Jan 13 2021 A new assessment of the life and political career of Lord Shelburne,
prime minister 1782-83, and of the context in which he lived.
Culloden May 05 2020 The Battle of Culloden has gone down in history as the last major battle fought on British soil: a vicious
confrontation between Scottish forces supporting the Stuart claim to the throne and the English Royal Army. But this wasn't just
a conflict between the Scots and the English, the battle was also part of a much larger campaign to protect the British Isles from
the growing threat of a French invasion. In Trevor Royle's vivid and evocative narrative, we are drawn into the ranks, on both
sides, alongside doomed Jacobites fighting fellow Scots dressed in the red coats of the Duke of Cumberland's Royal Army. And
we meet the Duke himself, a skilled warrior who would gain notoriety due to the reprisals on Highland clans in the battle's
aftermath. Royle also takes us beyond the battle as the men of the Royal Army, galvanized by its success at Culloden, expand
dramatically and start to fight campaigns overseas in America and India in order to secure British interests; we see the
revolutionary use of fighting techniques first implemented at Culloden; and the creation of professional fighting forces.
Culloden changed the course of British history by ending all hope of the Stuarts reclaiming the throne, cementing Hanoverian
rule and forming the bedrock for the creation of the British Empire. Royle's lively and provocative history looks afresh at the
period and unveils its true significance, not only as the end of a struggle for the throne but the beginning of a new global power.

The Jacobite Risings in Britain, 1689-1746 Nov 03 2022 This is a highly readable account of the key events and personalities
set against the framework of both British and international politics.
Longman Handbook to Modern British History 1714 - 2001 Sep 20 2021 This compact and accessible reference work
provides all the essential facts and figures about major aspects of modern British history from the death of Queen Anne to the
end of the 1990s. The Longman Handbook of Modern British History has been extended to include a fully-revised bibliography
(reflecting the wealth of newly published material in recent years), the new statistics on social and economic history and an
expanded glossary of terms. The political chronologies have been revised to include the electoral defeat of John Major and the
record of New Labour in office. Designed for the student and general reader, this highly-successful handbook provides a wealth
of varied data within the confines of a single volume.
Spaces for Feeling Sep 08 2020 Spaces for Feeling explores how English and Scottish people experienced sociabilities and
socialities from 1650 to 1850, and investigates their operation through emotional practices and particular spaces. The collection
highlights the forms, practices, and memberships of these varied spaces for feeling in this two hundred year period and charts
the shifting conceptualisations of emotions that underpinned them. The authors employ historical, literary, and visual history
approaches to analyse a series of literary and art works, emerging forms of print media such as pamphlet propaganda,
newspapers, and periodicals, and familial and personal sources such as letters, in order to tease out how particular communities
were shaped and cohered through distinct emotional practices in specific spaces of feeling. This collection studies the function
of emotions in group formations in Britain during a period that has attracted widespread scholarly interest in the creation and
meaning of sociabilities in particular. From clubs and societies to families and households, essays here examine how emotional
practices could sustain particular associations, create new social communities and disrupt the capacity of a specific cohort to
operate successfully. This timely collection will be essential reading for students and scholars of the history of emotions.
Highland Clansman 1689–1746 Oct 02 2022 For nearly 60 years the clans of Highland Scotland proved to be an almost constant
thorn in the side of a series of British monarchs. Fiercely independent, the clans comprised an agricultural peasantry dominated
by a warrior aristocracy. They held most forms of authority in contempt and did not submit to London meekly. Their first
loyalty was to the exiled house of Stuart and in a series of rebellions the Highland clans rose against the ruling monarch,
although some of these rebellions, like the Battle of Culloden (1745) of the Jacobite Rising, were unsuccessful. The author
examines in detail the society that produced these fierce fighters and the tactics they used in battle including the feared
'Highland Charge'.
Clanship to Crofter's War Jul 07 2020 This work charts the story of the people of the Scottish Highlands from the 1745

Jacobite uprising to the great crofter's rebellion in the 1880s - a story of defeat, social dissolution, emigration, rebellion and
cultural revival.
The Jacobite Movement in Scotland and in Exile, 1746-1759 Sep 01 2022 The argument presented in this book arose from an
extension to the question whether the suppression of the Jacobite Rising of 1745-46, as represented by a long-standing
historiographical consensus, spelled the end of Jacobite hopes, and British fears, of another restoration attempt. The principal
conclusion of this book is that the Jacobite Movement persisted as a viable threat to the British state, and was perceived as such
by its opponents to 1759.
Visions of Britain, 1730-1830 Oct 10 2020 This is a revisionist study of the literary and visual representation of the nation in
the century following the formation of the British state. It argues that the most engaging accounts of Great Britain subject their
imagery to sustained artistic pressure, threatening to dismantle the national vision at the moment of its construction.
Myth of the Jacobite Clans Sep 28 2019 The Myth of the Jacobite Clans was first published in 1995: a revolutionary book, it
argued that British history had long sought to caricature Jacobitism rather than to understand it, and that the Jacobite Risings
drew on extensive Lowland support and had a national quality within Scotland. The Times Higher Education Supplement hailed
its author's 'formidable talents' and the book and its ideas fuelled discussions in The Economist and Scotland on Sunday, on
Radio Scotland and elsewhere. The argument of the book has been widely accepted, although it is still ignored by media and
heritage representations which seek to depoliticise the Rising of 1745.Now entirely rewritten with extensive new primary
research, this new expanded second edition addresses the questions of the first in more detail, examining the systematic
misrepresentation of Jacobitism, the impressive size of the Jacobite armies, their training and organization and the Jacobite goal
of dissolving the Union, and bringing to life the ordinary Scots who formed the core of Jacobite support in the ill-fated Rising of
1745. Now, more than ever, The Myth of the Jacobite Clans sounds the call for an end to the dismissive sneers and pointless
romanticisation which have dogged the history of the subject in Scotland for 200 years.
Espionage in the Divided Stuart Dynasty, 1685–1715 Apr 27 2022 A historian and intelligence expert explores intrigue,
betrayal, and spying in Stuart England after the Glorious Revolution of 1688. King James II was the Catholic king of a
Protestant nation. Though he had inherited a secure crown, he would soon find himself isolated and flee to France in exile. His
throne was seized by his Protestant son-in-law William and daughter Mary. For James it was a personal tragedy of King Lear
proportions; for most of his subjects it was a Glorious Revolution that saved his kingdoms from popery. Over the next hundred
years James and his descendants would attempt to win back the crown with French support and conspiring with British Jacobites
and Tories. In Espionage in the Divided Stuart Dynasty, Julian Whitehead charts the inner workings of government intelligence

during this unstable period. His narrative sheds light on the murky world of spies and double agents at a time of when many
politicians and peers tried to keep a foot in both camps.
Sources and Debates in Modern British History Nov 22 2021 Designed to complement the author's A History of Modern Britain,
this collection of primary sources illuminates and augments the study of modern Britain with coverage of political, imperial, and
economic history as well as class and cultural issues Features a broad range of documents, in a well-structured and easy-to-use
format, including important, well-known documents and lesser-known excerpts from memoirs and private correspondence
Provides up-to-date, balanced coverage of political, imperial, social, economic, and cultural history with over 180 documents
Offers a thorough rendering of social class and national identity, including coverage of changes in British society over the last
20 years Includes discussion questions for each document, as well as lists of historical debates and extensive bibliographies of
both on-line and traditional sources for students' further research
Britain's Colonial Wars, 1688-1783 Dec 12 2020 First published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an
informa company.
The Hanoverian Succession Mar 15 2021 The Hanoverian succession of 1714 brought about a 123-year union between Britain
and the German electorate of Hanover, ushering in a distinct new period in British history. Under the four Georges and William
IV Britain became arguably the most powerful nation in the world with a growing colonial Empire, a muscular economy and an
effervescent artistic, social and scientific culture. And yet history has not tended to be kind to the Hanoverians, frequently
portraying them as petty-minded and boring monarchs presiding over a dull and inconsequential court, merely the puppets of
parliament and powerful ministers. In order both to explain and to challenge such a paradox, this collection looks afresh at the
Georgian monarchs and their role, influence and legacy within Britain, Hanover and beyond. Concentrating on the selfrepresentation and the perception of the Hanoverians in their various dominions, each chapter shines new light on important
topics: from rivalling concepts of monarchical legitimacy and court culture during the eighteenth century to the multiconfessional set-up of the British composite monarchy and the role of social groups such as the military, the Anglican Church
and the aristocracy in defining and challenging the political order. As a result, the volume uncovers a clearly defined new style
of Hanoverian kingship, one that emphasized the Protestantism of the dynasty, laid great store by rational government in close
collaboration with traditional political powers, embraced army and navy to an unheard of extent and projected this image to
audiences on the British Isles, in the German territories and in the colonies alike. Three hundred years after the succession of the
first Hanoverian king, an intriguing new perspective of a dynasty emerges, challenging long held assumptions and prejudices.
Revolution and the Historical Novel Jan 31 2020 This book is an account of the ways the promise and threat of political

revolution has informed historical novels from Walter Scott to the near present. Building off of the Marxist scholarly tradition of
Georg Lukacs and Frederic Jameson, this book emphasizes the transformation of literary conventions to adapt to changing
historical contexts.
The English Royal Messengers Service, 1685-1750 Feb 11 2021 This monograph on the Royal Messengers of the Great
Chamber in early modern Britain explores the rules and regulations, privileges and duties and, ultimately, the enduring structure
of the Messengers' establishment.
The British Problem c.1534-1707 Jan 25 2022 This pioneering book seeks to transcend the limitations of separate English,
Irish, Scottish and Welsh histories by taking the archipelago made up of the islands of Britain and Ireland as a single unit of
study. There has been little attempt hitherto to study the history of the 'Atlantic archipelago' as a coherent entity, even for the
period during which there was a single ruler of both Great Britain and Ireland. This book begins with the onset of the
intellectual, religious, political, cultural and dynastic developments that were to bring teh Scottish house of Stewart to the
thrones of England (incorporating the ancient principality of Wales), Ireland, (a kingdom created in 1541 as a dependency of the
English Crown) and to full control of Scotland itself and of its islands. This is then a story of the creation of a British state
system if not a British state. but the book is also a study of how the peoples of the archipelago interacted - as a result of internal
migration, military conquest, protestant and Tridentine CAtholic evangelism - and how they were changed as a result. Ten
distinguished historians representing the seperate peoples of the islands of Britain and Ireland, and teaching histort in Britain,
Ireland and the USA, offer provocative and challenging new approaches to how and why we need to develop the history of each
component of the archipelago in the context of the whole and to make 'the British Problem' central to that study.
Defining a British State Jul 31 2022 Explores the formation of the British state and national identity from 1603-1820 by
examining the definitions of sovereignty and allegiance presented in treason trials. The king's person remained central to
national identity and the state until republican challenges forced prosecutors in treason trials to innovate and redefine sovereign
authority.
A Companion to Eighteenth-Century Britain Mar 27 2022 This authoritative Companion introduces readers to the developments
that lead to Britain becoming a great world power, the leading European imperial state, and, at the same time, the most
economically and socially advanced, politically liberal and religiously tolerant nation in Europe. Covers political, social,
cultural, economic and religious history. Written by an international team of experts. Examines Britain's position from the
perspective of other European nations.
Scotland and the British Army, 1700-1750 Jul 19 2021 The wholesale assimilation of Scots into the British Army is largely

associated with the recruitment of Highlanders during and after the Seven Years War. This important new study demonstrates
that the assimilation of Lowland and Highland Scots into the British Army was a salient feature of its history in the first half of
the 18th century and was already well advanced by the outbreak of the Seven Years War. Scotland and the British Army, 17001750 analyses the wider policing functions of the British Army, the role of Scotland's militia and the development of Scotland's
military roads and institutions to provide a fuller understanding of the purpose and complexity of Scotland's military
organisation and presence in Scotland in the turbulent decades between the Glorious Revolution and the defeat of Bonnie Prince
Charlie, which has been too often simplified as an army of occupation for the suppression of Jacobitism. Instead, Victoria
Henshaw reveals the complexities and difficulties experienced by Scottish soldiers of all ranks in the British Army as
nationality, loyalty and prejudice clouded Scottish desires to use military service to defend the Glorious Revolution and the
Union of 1707.
The Invention of Scotland (Routledge Revivals) Nov 30 2019 A dynasty of high ability and great charm, the Stuarts exerted a
compelling fascination over their supporters and enemies alike. First published in 1991, this title assesses the influence of the
Stuart mystique on the modern political and cultural identity of Scotland. Murray Pittock traces the Stuart myth from the days of
Charles I to the modern Scottish National Party, and discusses both pro- and anti-Union propaganda. He provides a unique
insight into the ‘radicalism’ of Scottish Jacobitism, contrasting this ‘Jacobitisim of the Left’ with the sentimental image
constructed by the Victorians. Dealing with a subject of great relevance to modern British society, this reissue provides an
extensive analysis of Scottish nationhood, the Stuart cult and Jacobite ideology. It will be of great interest to students of
literature, history, and Scottish culture and politics.
British History, 1660-1832 May 17 2021 This is an interpretative study of the idea of Britain, examining the transformation of a
sectarian concept into an imperial ideology forged during a period of sustained warfare in Europe and ever-expanding areas
beyond Europe during the second half of the Eighteenth century. It seeks to examine constitutional history from a nonAnglocentric perspective and to relocate it to historiographical developments in Social History and the History of Ideas. Based
on more than 25 years of research, it seeks to examine critically a concept which increasingly has come under public debate
during the past decade.
Politics and the Nation Apr 03 2020 The author presents a new picture of political life in mid-eighteenth century Britain, a
period of history which is poorly understood. Written in a clear, accessible style, and drawing on much original material, this
book argues that British politics and political culture in the mid eighteenth century have often been poorly understood through
over-emphasis on 'stability'. Using a thematic approach, it reconstructs a political world in which vital issues continued to

exercise the minds and emotions of those who made up the contemporary 'political nation', a group which included far more
than the handful of politicans who competed for national political office. This is a book which interprets its subject broadly, and
which seeks to tell the stories of politics in this period through the words and projects, hopes and fears, of contemporaries . It
also represents an important contribution to the difficult, but important, project of writing the history of the British Isles.
Development in Scotland and Ireland are given careful attention along with those of England.
Imperial Island Aug 08 2020 Imperial Island: A History of Britain and its Empire, 1660-1837 is a comprehensive account of
Great Britain's imperial path from the Stuart Restoration of 1660 to its emergence as a dominant global superpower. Suitable for
students with no prior knowledge of British history Organized to help students and instructors: comprises 21 thematic chapters
set within a clear, chronological framework Includes over 30 illustrations and maps to help orient the reader Addresses the new
generation of American and British students that are interested in global, environmental, and cultural history
Britain's lost revolution? Jun 29 2022 This book is a frontal attack on an entrenched orthodoxy. Our official, public vision of
the early eighteenth century demonises Louis XIV and France and marginalises the Scots Jacobites. Louis is seen as an
incorrigibly imperialistic monster and the enemy of liberty and all that is good and progressive. The Jacobite Scots are presented
as so foolishly reactionary and dumbly loyal that they were (sadly) incapable of recognising their manifest destiny as the cannon
fodder of the first British empire. But what if Louis acted in defence of a nation’s liberties and (for whatever reason) sought to
right a historic injustice? What if the Scots Jacobites turn out to be the most radical, revolutionary party in early eighteenthcentury British politics? Using newly discovered sources from the French and Scottish archives this exciting new book
challenges our fundamental assumptions regarding the emergence of the fully British state in the early eighteenth century.
Merchants and the Military in Eighteenth-Century Britain Nov 10 2020 Investigates the contract sector of the British Army
during the long eighteenth century. This book argues that this group of financiers, private merchants, businessmen and farmers
represented a vital interest group which was at the nexus of the fiscal-military structure. It draws on papers from the War Office,
the Treasury and the Audit Office.
Church and State in Modern Britain 1700-1850 Apr 15 2021 First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
James VII Jun 25 2019 James VII and II is one of the least studied monarchs of Scotland, and has previously mostly been
studied from an English perspective or as the muddled victim of the revolution of 1688/9 which delivered for Britain muchvaunted political emancipation. This book provides the first complete portrait of James as a Stewart prince of Scotland, as duke
of Albany and King of Scots. It re-evaluates the traditional views of James as a Catholic extremist and absolutist who failed

through incompetence, and challenges preconceptions based on strong views of his failings, both in popular belief and serious
history. Investigating the personality and motives of the man, this biography assesses James as commander, as Christian and as
king, but also as family man and Restoration libertine - a prince of his time. Painting a picture of James from cradle to grave,
from childhood to resigned exile, it brings him to life within his Scottish context and as a member of the royal line of Scotland.
The journey from dashing young cavalry commander to pious prince in exile appears oddly incongruous given the political and
personal trials that lay between. That journey was much more of Scotland than previous studies have suggested - indeed, James
was in many ways the last King of Scots.
Battles of the Jacobite Rebellions Jun 17 2021 “Oates examines in minute detail why the Jacobite forces posed such a threat to
William and Mary, Queen Anne, and George I and II.” —Books Monthly Many books have been written about the Jacobite
rebellions—the armed attempts made by the Stuarts to regain the British throne between 1689 and 1746—and in particular about
the risings of 1689, 1715, 1719 and 1745. The key battles have been described in graphic detail. Yet no previous book has given
a comprehensive military account of the campaigns in their entirety—and that is the purpose of Jonathan Oates’s new history.
For over fifty years the Jacobites posed a serious threat to the governments of William and Mary, Queen Anne and George I and
II. But they were unable to follow up their victories at Killiecrankie, Prestonpans and Falkirk, and the overwhelming defeat
suffered by Bonnie Prince Charlie’s army when it confronted the Duke of Cumberland’s forces at Culloden in 1746 was
decisive. The author uses vivid eyewitness testimony and contemporary sources, as well as the latest archaeological evidence, to
trace the course of the conflict, and offers an absorbing insight into the makeup of the opposing sides, their leadership, their
troops and the strategy and tactics they employed. His distinctive approach gives the reader a long perspective on a conflict
which is often viewed more narrowly in terms of famous episodes and the careers of the leading men. “A novel and rewarding
approach in providing a comprehensive account of the Jacobite rebellions. This is a story of a family torn apart by religion and
entitlement. Highly Recommended.” —Firetrench
Scottish Society, 1707-1830 Jan 01 2020 This book challenges conventional wisdom and provides new insights into Scottish
social and economic history. Christopher A. Whatley argues that the Union of 1707 was vital for Scottish success, but in ways
which have hitherto been overlooked. He proposes that the central place of Jacobitism in the historiography of the period should
be revised. Comprehensive in its coverage, the book is based not only on an exhaustive reading of secondary material but also
incorporates a wealth of new evidence from previously little-used or unused primary sources.
War in the Age of Enlightenment, 1700-1789 May 29 2022 War in the 18th century war was a complex operation, including
popular as well as conventional conflict, between Europeans and with non-Europeans. These conflicts influenced European

intellectuals and contributed to the complexity of Enlightenment thought. While Enlightenment writers regarded war as the
greatest evil confronting mankind, they had little hope that it could be eliminated; thus, peace proposals of the day were joined
by more realistic discussion of the means by which war might be limited or rendered more humane. In this book, the author
considers the influence of ideas and values on the actions of Enlightenment military personnel and how the rational spirit of the
time influenced military thought, producing a military enlightenment that applied rational analysis to military tactics and to the
composition of armies. In the late Enlightenment, military writers explored the psychological foundations of war as a means of
stimulating a new military spirit among the troops. The Enlightenment was, however, not the only cultural influence upon war
during this century. Religion, the traditional values of the ancien regime, and local values all contributed to the culture of force.
When Europeans engaged in military encounters with peoples in other parts of the globe, cultural interchange inevitably
occurred as well. Further, there is a revolutionary element that one must consider when defining the military culture. The result
of all these factors was a creative tension in 18th century warfare and an extraordinarily complex military culture.
Making History Now and Then Oct 29 2019 Collects twelve previously unpublished essays by one of Britain's most eminent
historians, David Cannadine, including his inaugural and valedictory lectures at the Institute of Historical Research. A unique
volume discussing the study and nature of History itself and a range of key topics and periods in British and Imperial History.
Handel's Israelite Oratorio Libretti Jul 27 2019 Combining the insights of present-day biblical studies with those of Handelian
studies, this book examines the libretti of ten of Handel's Israelite oratorios and evaluates the relationship between each libretto
and the biblical story on which it is based.
Reader's Guide to British History Feb 23 2022 The Reader's Guide to British History is the essential source to secondary
material on British history. This resource contains over 1,000 A-Z entries on the history of Britain, from ancient and Roman
Britain to the present day. Each entry lists 6-12 of the best-known books on the subject, then discusses those works in an essay
of 800 to 1,000 words prepared by an expert in the field. The essays provide advice on the range and depth of coverage as well
as the emphasis and point of view espoused in each publication.
Law, Lawyers, and Humanism Aug 20 2021 This collection brings together a selection of the most cited articles published by
Professor John W. Cairns. Essays range from Scots Law from 16th and 17th century Scotland, through to the 18th century
influence of Dutch Humanism into the 19th century, a
British Politics in the Age of Anne Mar 03 2020 British Politics in the Age of Anne is a book that anyone with an interest in
the period will wish to possess: completely authoritative, yet as attractive to the student and the general reader as to the
specialist. The author has both revised the text and written a substantial new introduction to this edition. Geoffrey Holmes

reveals how little the structure and contents of politics under Queen Anne had in common with the connexion-ridden scene of
the mid-18th century, as portrayed by Namier. He depicts a period of fierce and genuine party conflict, in which society at many
levels was divided by great issues of principle and policy. Through frequent and hotly-contested elections and long
parliamentary campaigns both Whigs and Tories enjoyed triumphs and suffered disasters. And while struggling against one
another, each had to contend with internal factions and pressure-groups, the divisive thrust of personal ambitions and the
hostility of the queen to single party rule. British politics in the Age of Anne is more than a major work of analysis and a
historiographical landmark. By liberal use of quotation, eye for detail, sense of atmosphere and vivid character sketches of both
leading and lesser personae, Professor Holmes recreates the unique political life of the high Augustan age.
A History of the Peoples of the British Isles Dec 24 2021 The three volumes weave together the histories of England, Ireland,
Scotland, and Wales and their peoples. Volume II includes the formation of the nation-state, the industrialization of the British
economy and the emergence of Victorian society.
The Politics of Wine in Britain Oct 22 2021 A unique look at the meaning of the taste for wine in Britain, from the establishment
of a Commonwealth in 1649 to the Commercial Treaty between Britain and France in 1860 - this book provides an
extraordinary window into the politics and culture of England and Scotland just as they were becoming the powerful British
state.
Capital Punishment and the Criminal Corpse in Scotland, 1740–1834 Jun 05 2020 This book is open access under a CC BY
4.0 license. This book provides the most in-depth study of capital punishment in Scotland between the mid-eighteenth and early
nineteenth century to date. Based upon an extensive gathering and analysis of previously untapped resources, it takes the reader
on a journey from the courtrooms of Scotland to the theatre of the gallows. It introduces them to several of the malefactors who
faced the hangman’s noose and explores the traditional hallmarks of the spectacle of the scaffold. It demonstrates that the period
between 1740 and 1834 was one of discussion, debate and fundamental change in the use of the death sentence and how it was
staged in practice. In addition, the study provides an innovative investigation of the post-mortem punishment of the criminal
corpse. It offers the reader an insight into the scene at the foot of the gibbets from which criminal bodies were displayed and
around the dissection tables of Scotland’s main universities where criminal bodies were used as cadavers for anatomical
demonstration. In doing so it reveals an intermediate stage in the long-term disappearance of public bodily punishment.
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